Spring Term 2
Add a main clause to this
subjunctive mood sentence:

6

a

If I were to become famous, 


c

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up an adverb that
shows manner. Can you help
him to unjumble it?
mlacyl

Replace the underlined words
with a more ambitious synonym.
Use a thesaurus to help.

e

Florence Nightingale is famous for
her generous personality.

.





b
The word ‘repeat’ can be used as
an adjective and a verb. Tick the
sentence that uses ‘repeat’ as a verb.
Mr Whoops didn’t want to repeat
his mistake and fall over again.
Mr Whoops collected his
repeat prescription from the
doctors’ surgery.

Match each word class label
to the correct word/phrase in
the sentence. Add in the missing
punctuation label.

d



There was a strong wind at
the beach; the black flags
were waving wildly.
adjective

prepositional
phrase
adverb

Change these verbs into nouns
that end in -ation, -ition, -ssion
or -sion?
explode
educate

f

Spring Term 2 Answers
a

Add a main clause to this
subjunctive mood sentence:

Accept any subjunctive mood sentence
that references the future, e.g. If I
were to become famous, I would travel
the world on my own private jet.

b
The word ‘repeat’ can be used as
an adjective and a verb. Tick the
sentence that uses ‘repeat’ as a verb.
Mr Whoops didn’t want to repeat
his mistake and fall over again.

a

Mr Whoops collected his
repeat prescription from the
doctors’ surgery.

6

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up an adverb that
shows manner. Can you help
him to unjumble it?

c

Replace the underlined words
with a more ambitious synonym.
Use a thesaurus to help.

e

Florence Nightingale is famous for
her generous personality.

mlacyl calmly.

Match each word class label
to the correct word/phrase in
the sentence. Add in the missing
punctuation label.

Accept any more ambitious
synonyms for ‘famous’ and
‘generous’, e.g. renowned
and selfless.

d



There was a strong wind at
the beach; the black flags
were waving wildly.
prepositional
phrase

adjective

semicolon

adverb

Change these verbs into nouns
that end in -ation, -ition, -ssion
or -sion?
explode

explosion

educate

education

f

Spring Term 2
Add a main clause to this
subjunctive mood sentence:

6

a

If I were to become famous, 



b
The word ‘repeat’ can be used as
an adjective and a verb. Tick the
sentence that uses ‘repeat’ as a verb.
Mr Whoops didn’t want to repeat his
mistake and fall over again.

Mr Whoops collected his repeat
prescription from the doctors’ surgery.

Mr Whoops has accidently jumbled
up two adverbs that show manner.
Can you help him to unjumble them?
mlacyl

.

ciusvioyl

.

c

Replace the underlined words
with a more ambitious synonym.

e

Florence Nightingale is famous for
her generous personality.



Add in the missing word class
and punctuation labels.

d

There was a strong wind at
the beach; the black flags
were waving wildly.

Change these verbs into nouns
that end in -ation, -ition, -ssion
or -sion?
combine
oppose
possess

f

Spring Term 2 Answers
Add a main clause to this
subjunctive mood sentence:

a

Accept any subjunctive mood
sentence that references the future,
e.g. If I were to become famous, I

6

Mr Whoops has accidently jumbled
up two adverbs that show manner.
Can you help him to unjumble them?
mlacyl

calmly.

ciusvioyl

viciously

c

Replace the underlined words
with a more ambitious synonym.
Florence Nightingale is famous for
her generous personality.


would travel the world on my own
private jet.

The word ‘repeat’ belongs to
two different word classes.
How is the word ‘repeat’ used in
these sentences?

b

Mr Whoops didn’t want to repeat his
mistake and fall over again.
verb
Mr Whoops collected his repeat
prescription from the doctors’ surgery.
adjective

Add in the missing word class
and punctuation labels.

e

d

Accept any more ambitious synonyms
for ‘famous’ and ‘generous’, e.g.
renowned and selfless.



There was a strong wind at
the beach; the black flags
were waving wildly.

prepositional
phrase

adjective

semicolon

adverb

Change these verbs into nouns
that end in -ation, -ition, -ssion
or -sion?
combine

combination

oppose

opposition

possess

possession

f

Spring Term 2

6

a
Write a subjunctive mood
sentence about what may happen
if you became famous in the future.

Mr Whoops has accidently jumbled
up three adverbs that show manner.
Can you help him to unjumble them?



mlacyl

.



ciusvioyl

.



yledlirebat

.

The word ‘repeat’ can be used
as an adjective and a verb. Write
one sentence where it is used as an
adjective and one sentence where it
is used as a verb.

b

Add in the missing word class and
punctuation labels.

c

Replace the underlined words with
a more ambitious synonym.
Florence Nightingale is famous for her
generous personality. There is a statue
in London to remember her life.




d

There was a strong wind at
the beach; the black flags
were waving wildly.

Change these verbs into nouns that
end in -ation, -ition, -ssion or -sion?

combine
oppose
possess



Now, use one of the nouns you have
created in a present progressive



sentence. 




e


Now, write and label your own sentence
on the back of your mat.



f

Spring Term 2 Answers
Accept any subjunctive mood

a

sentence that references the
future, e.g. If I were to become
famous, I would travel the world on
my own private jet.

6

Mr Whoops has accidently jumbled
up three adverbs that show manner.
Can you help him to unjumble them?
mlacyl

calmly.

ciusvioyl

viciously.

c

Replace the underlined words with
a more ambitious synonym.

e

Accept any more ambitious
synonyms for ‘famous’, ‘generous’
and ‘remember’ e.g. renowned,
selfless and commemorate.

yledlirebat deliberately.

The word ‘repeat’ can be used
as an adjective and a verb. Write
one sentence where it is used as an
adjective and one sentence where it
is used as a verb.

b

Accept two sentences where ‘repeat’
is used as an adjective and a verb,
e.g. Mr Whoops didn’t want to
repeat his mistake and fall over
again. and Mr Whoops collected
his repeat prescription from the
doctors’ surgery.

Add in the missing word class and
punctuation labels.

d

There was a strong wind at
the beach; the black flags
were waving wildly.

prepositional
phrase
semicolon

adjective

adverb

Change these verbs into nouns that
end in -ation, -ition, -ssion or -sion?

combine

combination

oppose

opposition

possess

possession

Accept any present progressive
sentence (is/are + -ing verb)
with combination, opposition or
possession, e.g. I am beating the

Now, write and label your own sentence
on the back of your mat.

opposition in my chess game.

f

